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ABSTR ACT
3D sampling is a robust new strategy for exploring and creating designs. 3D textures are sampled
and mixed almost like music to create new multifunctional surfaces and material microstructures
(Figure 1). This paper presents several design cases performed using 3D sampling techniques,
demonstrating how they can be used to explore and enhance product ideas, variations, and
functions in subtle and responsive ways. In each case, design variations are generated and their
mechanical behavior is evaluated against performance criteria using computational simulation
or empirical testing. This work aims to promote creativity and discovery by introducing irregular
geometric structures within trial-and-error feedback loops.
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Texture synthesized from 3D
scans of snake-skin and mushroom
laminae.

INTRODUCTION
We live in the golden age of sampling: from music to materials,
the merging of digital databases and composing tools is stimulating new design methods. Now, rather than starting from
scratch, datasets can be freely sampled to create variations. For
architects, 3D sampling offers a digital design playground (Patel
and Mueller 2015). Textures generated from 3D scans can readily
be sampled and combined to synthesize multi-scale architectural
features. This paper builds on past research by demonstrating
these techniques in the context of detailed design cases.
At present, the calculus-based foundation of modeling software
inhibits emerging design spaces. Mathematical abstraction limits
geometry to what is easily calculated and simplified. While
technological constraints made this abstraction necessary in the
past, advances in computing power and manufacturing resolution allow for previously unthinkable design windows. Soon it will
be possible to fabricate components with micro- and nano-scale
features. Technologies such as meta-materials exploit these
developments at different scales of length, but at present they
require well-defined problem formulations (Schumacher et al.
2015). Yet design, in its early stages, is mostly undetermined. As
a result, there is a need for creative methods that can explore
performance and complexity at multiple scales.
3D sampling answers this need by improving design discovery for
high-resolution manufacturing media. Using 3D-scanned texture
data as sample inputs, features are synthesized that would be
infeasible using conventional modeling approaches. Methods are
also developed to characterize the behavior of these features
and apply them towards the design of complex artifacts. The
aim of this research is to explore how 3D sampling methods can
enhance the product design process.

recordings (Miller 2011). Sampling is used in other disciplines
as well. Recently, for example, researchers have developed
artificial intelligence systems to sample from recipe databases
to invent original forms of fusion cuisine (Varshney et al. 2013).
In computer graphics, “Zoomorphic Design” introduces new
mesh-editing techniques for creating toys by sampling 3D animal
primitives (Duncan et al. 2015). In furniture design, “Chairgenics”
introduces algorithms to breed furniture variations using
historical furniture databases (Sanchez et al. 2013). The video
game No Man’s Sky samples component databases to generate
unique virtual worlds for players to explore (Hello Games 2016).
In contrast to these examples, this work applies sampling as a
method to enhance physical performance of multi-scale physical
artifacts.
Sampling for New Materials

Sampling of images to create and evaluate functionality within
materials is a recent development. Before this, the use of image
sampling in materials science usually came after the material was
created, to "reconstruct" its resultant 3D micro-structure geometry for further computational analysis (Mignone 2017). This new
"materials design" space has emerged in part due to the ability of
additive manufacturing systems to produce periodic structures
at very fine length scales (Sun et al. 2013). The ability to finely
detail a material’s micro-structure gives researchers the potential to introduce products and materials with multifunctional
properties. Structures can also be designed and embedded in
materials from new non-traditional sources. Research performed
by Rafsanjani and Pasini (2016), inspired by ancient geometric
motifs, resulted in the creation of mechanical meta-material with
auxetic properties. Recent work by Patel et al. (2017) created
new bio-inspired material structures by sampling images from
nature.

This paper is organized into five parts: (1) a problem statement;
(2) a description of related developments in sampling and design
tools in allied disciplines; (3) an overview and implementation of
a design process that incorporates 3D sampling; (4) a description
of two case study projects where 3D sampling methods are used
to investigate design performance using empirical and computational evaluation; and (5) a consideration of directions for a
paradigmatic shift in design and manufacturing creativity towards
3D sampling.

•
•
•

RELATED WORK

METHODOLOGY

Research Question

Where previous research investigated 3D sampling methods in
the abstract, this paper evaluates these methods towards the
realization of more complex, customizable, and high-performance
physical artifacts. It focuses on three questions:
How does 3D sampling facilitate design space exploration?
When is 3D sampling most appropriately applied in design?
What are the advantages of 3D sampling vs. other methods?

Sampling for Design Synthesis

Summary

In music, sampling of audio recordings has resulted in modes
of composition and design unique to our era. For decades,
sampling technologies have allowed artists to extend their
capabilities to realize new sounds and compositions from found

3D sampling procedures combine, transform, and apply primitive design elements called “textures.” These methods allow a
designer to quickly generate a series of unique alternatives and
compare their properties. The goal of 3D sampling is not to
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3D sampling workflow for comprehensive design.

3

Texture as image-based geometric
representation.

4

Texture addition and voxel-based
additive manufacturing.

2

for 3D sampling, as pixel information can be used to define
material and geometric information at micro-scale resolutions.
Remixing Textures, Texture Transfer, and Composition

3

4

arrive at an optimal design per se, but to explore a broad range
of alternatives, and thus identify starting points that can be
developed as part of the design process. Figure 2 summarizes
the 3D sampling process used in the subsequent case studies.
Textures

"Texture" is the primitive design element for 3D sampling. In
this research (Figure 3), "texture" refers to a gray-scale image
of pointcloud data, whereby pixel brightness correlates to
surface height at a given point. Using textures to represent
geometry allows image processing methods to be used for
synthesis. Furthermore, textures allow for rapid modeling of
complex geometric features that can be exploited for design
and performance. Raw texture data can be obtained using a 3D
scanner, smartphone, image editing software, or from online
sources. From these sources, textures can be further processed
to a format that is reusable in 3D sampling. Previous work has
focused on transforming raw texture data into performative
textures for 3D printing (Patel, Tam, and Mueller 2016) and
micro-structure (Patel et. al 2017). Image-based texture representations also streamline fabrication workflows when used
alongside the "voxel printing" mode available on the Objet
Connex3 500 3D printer (Figure 4). This technology is well suited
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To create variations, textures can be remixed, combined, scaled,
and filtered. Patel, Tam, and Mueller (2016) implemented image
processing rules in a texture synthesis tool called 3DJ. This tool
was used to show that large populations of unique textures
could be produced from just a few inputs. To guide designspace search and optimization, four computational simulations
were performed in conjunction with the 3DJ output: optical ray
tracing, particle physics, structural simulation, and fluid simulation. This past research strove to support design exploration
by developing sampling tools to synthesize primitive design
elements and characterize their behavior. While texture synthesis
is concerned with generating new primitives, "texture transfer,"
which is elaborated in this paper, encompasses their application
to design. This includes the morphing and mapping procedures
required to transfer a primitive to a target geometry or shape.

CASE STUDY
This section presents two design cases. 3D sampling methods are
used to explore new variations and function towards the design
of physical artifacts. Qualitative and quantitative performance
criteria are considered.
Overview

A multidisciplinary design team was formed to test the use of
3D sampling in product design. The team was given six weeks
of access to a digital manufacturing center to formulate design
scenarios and develop physical prototypes. Recalling the research
questions stated above, the team’s goal was to test what
advantages or opportunities—if any—3D sampling offered in
contrast to established design methods. Figure 5 describes the
general design procedure used. After preliminary research and
experimentation, three product design cases were selected: a
shoe insole, a surfboard, and a camouflage skin. These scenarios
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3D sampling workflow: From
synthesis to performative textures.
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Texture granulates prototype.
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Styrofoam packing peanuts.
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Designed Granulates, Dietrichs
(2012).
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met the research objectives, as they evoked a unique range of
performance criteria, architectural design challenges at multiple
scales, and manufacturing opportunities. Only the shoe insole
and surfboard are discussed in the subsequent section.
Case 1: Soot Spites, a Textured Granulate Shoe Insole

The first case study explores the design of a customizable
textured granulate shoe (Figure 6). To redistribute forces within
the insole, textures were sampled to generate spherical components called granulates. In nature, granulates are small elements
that lie in frictional contact with each other when packed into
large volumes. Merging geometric and material properties, these
elements interlock when compressed, exhibiting both liquid
and solid behavior. One common industrial application is the
polystyrene “packing peanuts” used as loose fill cushioning for
fragile objects (Figure 7). More recent work by Dierichs and
Menges (2012) has proposed “designed granulates" as a method
for constructing architectural structures (Figure 8). By re-thinking
the shoe insole as a granulate assemblage, the team could tailor
deformation behavior and surface interactions to address the
common requirements of shoe design.

surface-area-to-volume ratio as well as friction, the slippery
starfish texture minimized them. The granulate geometry was
created in Photoshop by using a spherical projection of selected
texture images. To model the membrane geometry, team
members generated a displacement mesh from the scan of a
foot. In turn, the mesh acted as a boundary for the particles,
using a sphere-packing algorithm implemented with the Unity3D
game engine. Finally, prototype insoles were fabricated with the
Objet Conex500 3D printer and evaluated empirically.
Insole: Results

Due to the expensive computations required to simulate interactions between particles, computational analysis was not feasible
for exploration. Furthermore, the success of the insole design

Insole: Design Process

The insole was conceptualized as a membrane filled with fluid
and rigid textured particles. Summarized in Figure 9, three design
activities were conducted: (1) component design; (2) membrane
design; and (3) simulation and material calibration. The objective
of the case study is to exploit granulate structures to address
several requirements, including flexibility, load distribution, feel,
grip, air-flow, and appearance.
The design was initiated by 3D scanning different textures
and comparing their surface properties. The next step is to
characterize their function to understand how they might be
composed within a design. For the prototype, starfish and durian
textures were selected because of their contrasting surface
characteristics: where the sharp durian textures increased the

6
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relied on criteria such as haptics, feel, and comfort, which are
difficult to quantify. So, to test variations, physical prototyping
proved to be a more effective medium (Figure 10). Variations of
both the granulate assemblages (Figure 11) and individual granulate elements were fabricated (Figure 12). These prototypes
informed the scanning and sampling process by demonstrating
textures, such as durian, that best achieve the criteria of granulate interlocking. Additionally, the print explorations offered new
functional opportunities, such as the tailoring of material composition to achieve differential material stiffness, to calibrate the
distribution of forces, and to increase user comfort. Ultimately,
while the exercise did not culminate in the selection of a "best
performing" solution, the team was able to use sampling to
generate a variety of components and insole assemblies with
interesting properties that conformed to the design intent.
Case 2: Micro-texture Surfboard

The surfboard case study relates performance and geometry
across multiple functions and scales of complexity (Figure 13).
3D sampling methods are applied to explore function and variations in the surfboard’s global geometry, surface morphology,
and infill micro-structure.

9

In contrast to the design approach used for the insole, which
uses physical prototypes to address subjective performance
criteria, the surfboard case study incorporates computer-based

10

11
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Design workflow for shoe insole.

10 Physical interaction with the insole.

11 Granulate insole assemblage.

12 Granulate components.

13 Micro-texture surfboard prototype,
with sampled micro-structure infill,
and surface morphology.

13

simulation to quantify performance. The investigation is organized broadly along three performance modes (IA, IB, II) and five
design components (1–5) (Figure 14). Generally, the dominant
phenomena in surfboard design are friction-based considerations, which include (IA) phenomena affecting hydrodynamic
behavior, such as skin and fluid friction, and (IB) those with
haptic implications such as dry friction. The two types of friction
are particularly important with respect to the design of the
surfboard’s (1) global geometry, (2) underside and (3) fin surfaces,
and the (4) grips that provide surfers with back foot traction
to their surfboards. Structural performance, which includes (II)
strength and stiffness considerations, are also explored in the (5)
surfboard infill to provide structural support.
The main concern of a surfboard design is hydrodynamic performance, which is governed by its global geometry, and can be fine
tuned through the application of texture on its underside and
fins to mitigate skin and fluid friction. Thus, sampling methods
were first used to explore global geometry and performance
(Figure 13). Next, the micro-scale was addressed, and textures
were synthesized using image processing techniques and applied
to the surfboard’s underside, fins, and grips. Additive manufacturing (AM) mediums allow for the design of micro-structure to
substitute the polystyrene foam traditionally used as surfboard
infill. The process is only briefly mentioned in here, but is related
to processes elaborated in Patel et al. (2017), and Tam et al.
(2017). In this paper, the subsequent section focuses on the use
of 3D sampling techniques and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) to enhance the hydrodynamic properties of the surfboard.

at the immediate surface to that of the free stream as it moves
outward. This velocity gradient creates shear stresses that manifest as motion-resisting horizontal drag forces (Palmer and Young
2015). The boundary layer may be either laminar or turbulent,
and frictional resistance is reduced in regions of laminar flow.
A related concept is flow separation (Figure 15), which occurs
when the boundary layer relative to the body detaches from the
body, causing eddies and vortices that increase drag resistance
(Anderson 2004).
Relevant design factors affecting the magnitude of drag in a
moving body include its geometry and surface morphology.
Generally speaking, lower drag is experienced by bodies with a
thin and streamlined profile, and bodies with smooth surfaces,

14 Design considerations: surfboard texture and function.

Hydrodynamic Performance

A review of the basic frictional concepts relevant to the performance and design of surfboards follows. Skin friction (also
known as frictional drag) involves a body moving in fluid flow,
whereby the body acquires a boundary layer of fluid in its immediate vicinity. Within this layer, the velocity increases from zero,

15 Approaches to help flow attachment: dimples on golf ball. (Satro 2014)
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which tend to support laminar flow. However, experimental
work has shown that some surface roughness, such as the riblets
on shark placoid scales, can in fact decrease frictional resistance. This occurs because these surface characteristics, which
create fine longitudinal ridges aligned to the direction of the
movement, effectively channel the turbulence—bringing order
to the flow regime and consequently delaying flow separation
(Palmer and Young 2015). The fascinating relationship between
surface morphology and hydrodynamic performance renders the
texture-focused, sampling-based design approach highly relevant
and useful to surfboard design.
Numerous research and industrial efforts have exploited the
phenomenon, beginning with the successful emulation of the
drag-reproducing properties of surface patterns found on the
skins of various aquatic animals (Oeffner and Lauder 2012).
Notable projects also include the Stars and Stripes racing yacht
developed by Langley Research Center of NASA (1993), and
recent efforts by 3M (2010) and Boeing (Rawlings, Malone, and
The Boeing Company 2014) to develop riblet films. Established
industrial processes include the dimpling on golf balls and fur on
tennis balls (Satro 2014), or the use of vorticity generators on
the surface of airplane wings (Scott 2005). Specific to the design
of surfboards, experimental craftsmen have also explored digital
fabrication techniques to apply surface textures on surfboards.
Design Process

The hydrodynamic exercise sought to investigate how sampling
could generate micro-scale features that would minimize frictional drag for the surfboard. Informed by their initial research
on drag-reducing surface patterns, the research team selected
textures featuring ordered channels and ridges with strong
directional alignment. These include tree barks, shark skins, and
mushroom laminae. The textures were transferred to the surfboard body and fin using a UV coordinate mapping procedure.
For each element, the UV grid was aligned with the overall shape
to mitigate geometric distortions.
The newly textured body and fin variants were then analyzed
using the particle tracing function in Autodesk CFD. The

16

surfboard was set at the center of the simulation space, and the
particles were sent moving opposite to the board’s expected
trajectory. CFD visualization results, which include fluid velocity
and flow vectors, were analyzed graphically to evaluate flow
separation. Flow vectors were sampled from the gradient near
the moving body and measured for their angular deviation
from the tangential vector of the points closest to the moving
body (Figure 16). The drag coefficient (Cd) of a design was also
calculated. This analysis permits the quantified and ranked
performance of the variations, which opens the way to the development of better-performing candidates.
Surfboard: Results

The results demonstrated that the combination of sampling
procedures with simulation has the potential to unlock a wide
range of jump-offs for further development. Figures 17–19
show a selection of the body and fin designs with their corresponding CFD simulation results, flow separation (F.S.) and Cd
rankings. The performance of surfboards with texture applied
to fins and undersides also supported a widely known phenomenon: channel-like ridges, when aligned with the moving body’s
expected trajectory of movement, delay flow separation and
reduce overall drag. Indicated by their Cd rankings, all surfboards
with textures aligning to the trajectory of the fluid achieved
higher performance than the original bare surfboard. While
surfboards featuring more disordered textures generally perform
worse, the simulation also confirms that some degree of variation
may be desirable: comparing the variations in rows 1 and 2 of
Figure 18, we find that the former, which retains a more complex
striation pattern, achieved better performance. This apparently

17
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16 Illustration of flow vector sampling
to calculate flow separation.
17 Global geometry parameter study
using CFD.
18 Developed models are exported
for validation of their fluid dynamic
performance using CFD simulations. Textures are mapped to the
underside of one high-performance
candidate to further reduce drag.
19 CFD simulation of texture-based fin
design options.
20 Surfboard fin textures for improved
hydrodynamics.

18

20
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counterintuitive behavior supports the findings of researchers
like Sirovich and Karlsson (1997), who suggest that some degree
of randomness in the surface morphology may in fact mitigate
flow separation.
Thus, it can be seen that 3D sampling could encourage new
findings on the relationship between surface morphology and
performance. The feedback enabled a rethinking of the desirable
properties to achieve in both the texture selection and synthesis
process.

DISCUSSION
Summary

The case studies suggest many different opportunities for
sampling to support design exploration and creativity. For the
shoe, the combination of sampling methods and multi-material
3D printing allowed for immediate empirical feedback on product
variations. The design team was able to rapidly prototype

different product aspects, developing and exploring a new look
and feel for the sole through the distribution of granulates and
their material properties.
In contrast, the surfboard study applied a primarily digital
workflow of sampling and simulation. Here the ability to quantify performance allowed the design team to focus more on
addressing a performance target.
In both cases, the sampling methods—whether coupled with
empirical or computational evaluation—let the team explore a
range of design artifacts using trial and error. As a result, this
work proposes a design workflow that promotes creative applications of user-defined textures while investigating their impact on
performance, either empirically or computationally, across scales.
Ultimately, the products of each study were not finished artifacts,
but starting points that may be adapted with additional design
and manufacturing methods.
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Limitations of Current Methods

The surfboard case study shows how 3D sampling methods
support design emergence and feedback by facilitating the
injection of new geometries into the current spectrum of options.
This experimental approach could also lead to the generation of
new scientific knowledge. This contrasts with prescriptive design
approaches such as parametric design, which limit topological
variation and constrain the design space. Typically, experienced
designers will have some awareness of the characteristics of
high-performing geometries. While this knowledge leads to
viable solutions, near or better-performing families of solutions in
the design space are possibly being overlooked. Furthermore, in
situations where a satisfactory geometrical logic cannot be identified, such closed-design systems are inefficient to construct.
The insole case study also reveals 3D sampling’s strengths as an
intuitive mode of digital design interaction. Sampling allows a
designer to use their real-world knowledge of tactile qualities to
design surfaces that would be difficult to represent and model
using conventional 3D-modeling tools. Rather than starting
development with parametric tools and a design grammar,
the design team extracted textures from their immediate
environment.

address how 3D scanning and sensing technologies can be
better leveraged to fine-tune design and performance, and
specifically to consider user preferences, behaviors, and geometries. In particular, the use of pressure and thermal sensors can
help identify new texture-sampling opportunities and inform
post-production. Finally, further development of the projects
should incorporate physical experimentation to validate the
performance of the prototypes.
Potential Impact

Sampling techniques can revolutionize the design of physical
artifacts, just as they revolutionized music production. With
advances in cloud computing, browser-based 3D modeling,
and additive manufacturing platforms, there is a need for new
methods to support design exploration at multiple scales.
Intelligently exploited, these technologies afford the possibility
of immediate feedback, which allows the designer to compare
design variations and observe real-time performance. By bridging
digital modeling with more fundamental forms of design, 3D
sampling can support consumers as co-creators of the next
generation of hyper-customized, high-performance products
(Figure 20).

CONCLUSION
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